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Supreme Court of the United States 
    



APPLICATION 

To the Honorable Samuel A. Alito, Jr., Associate Justice of the Supreme Court 

of the United States and Circuit Justice for the Third Circuit: 

Pursuant to Rule 13.5 of the Rules of this Court and 28 U.S.C. § 2101(c), appli-

cant Jamar Lewis respectfully requests a 60-day extension of time, to and including 

October 2, 2023, within which to file a petition for a writ of certiorari to review the 

judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in this case. 

1. The Third Circuit issued its original decision on January 26, 2023. See 

United States v. Lewis, 58 F.4th 764 (Appendix A). Applicant timely sought panel 

rehearing and rehearing en banc, which the Third Circuit denied on May 3, 2023. 

(Appendix C). Unless extended, the time to file a petition for certiorari will expire on 

August 1, 2023. This application is being filed more than ten days before a petition 

is currently due. See S. Ct. R. 13.5. The jurisdiction of this Court would be invoked 

under 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1). 

2. In July 2020, Jamar Lewis pleaded guilty to being a felon in possession 

of a firearm, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 922(g). In calculating Lewis's sentencing 

range, the District Court declined to apply a sentencing enhancement under U.S.S.G. 

§ 2K2.1(a)(4)(A), which requires a higher base offense level for a defendant with a 

predicate "controlled substance offense." App. 19a. The Guidelines define "controlled 

substance offense" as "an offense under federal or state law, punishable by imprison-

ment for a term exceeding one year, that prohibits the manufacture, import, export, 

distribution, or dispensing of a controlled substance (or a counterfeit substance) or 
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the possession of a controlled substance (or a counterfeit substance) with intent to 

manufacture, import, export, distribute, or dispense." U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b). The 

Guidelines do not define "controlled substance." 

3. The District Court concluded that Lewis's 2012 New Jersey conviction 

for possession of marijuana with intent to distribute did not qualify as a "controlled 

substance offense." App. 19a. The District Court held that "controlled substance" 

means substances regulated under federal law. App. 35a. Because New Jersey in 

2012 defined "marijuana" to include hemp, but at the time of his sentencing both New 

Jersey and federal law excluded hemp from the definitions of "marijuana," Lewis's 

predicate conviction did not categorically qualify as a "controlled substance offense." 

See App. 20a. 

4. The panel reversed. The panel acknowledged that a deep circuit split 

exists on whether "controlled substance" includes only those substances regulated 

under federal law. App. 8a. Yet the panel declined to adopt one consistent definition 

of "controlled substance" against which to compare predicate convictions and instead 

held that a "controlled substance" is "one regulated by either federal or state law." Id. 

The panel also recognized that the circuits are divided over whether to define "con-

trolled substance" by reference to drug schedules in effect at the time of the predicate 

conviction or the federal sentencing. App. 15a-17a. Breaking with the majority ap-

proach, the panel defined "controlled substance" at the time of the predicate. App. 

18a. The panel's ultimate analysis thus came down to one question: Was "[m]ariju-

ana, including hemp, . . . regulated by New Jersey law" when Lewis was convicted 
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under New Jersey law for an offense involving marijuana, which at the time included 

hemp? Id. Because the answer was—and always will be—yes, the panel vacated the 

District Court's decision. 

5. Lewis petitioned for panel rehearing or rehearing en banc, which the 

Third Circuit denied, although two judges would have voted to grant rehearing en 

banc. App. 38a. 

6. The Third Circuit's decision warrants this Court's review. This case in-

volves two issues on which the Courts of Appeals are admittedly and deeply divided, 

and which have significant consequences for criminal defendants. First, there is a 

significant circuit split over whether this Court's decision in McNeill v. United States, 

563 U.S. 816 (2011), requires defining "controlled substance" according to the rele-

vant schedule in effect at the time of the predicate offense or the schedule in effect 

when federal consequences attach. Five circuits look to the law in effect when federal 

consequences attach. United States v. Williams, 61 F.4th 799, 808-809 (10th Cir. 

2023) (ACCA); United States v. Gibson, 55 F.4th 153, 159 (2d Cir. 2022) (Guidelines); 

United States v. Hope, 28 F.4th 487, 506 (4th Cir. 2022) (ACCA); United States v. 

Abdulaziz, 998 F.3d 519, 531 (1st Cir. 2021) (Guidelines); United States v. Bautista, 

989 F.3d 698, 703 (9th Cir. 2021) (Guidelines).1 By contrast, two circuits apply the 

1 The Armed Career Criminal Act (ACCA) imposes a fifteen-year mandatory 
minimum sentence on certain offenders who have at least three prior convictions for 
violent felonies or serious drug offenses. 18 U.S.C. § 924(e)(1). "[S]erious drug of-
fense" is defined to include offenses under federal or state law. Id. § 924(e)(2)(A). 
Because of the similarities between ACCA and the Guidelines, courts generally 
treat "precedents evaluating the ACCA" as binding in the Guidelines context. See, 
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time-of-prior-conviction approach. United States v. Jackson, 55 F.4th 846, 855 (11th 

Cir. 2022) (ACCA); United States v. Clark, 46 F.4th 404, 406 (6th Cir. 2022) (Guide-

lines). Two other circuits hold that the time-of-prior-conviction rule applies to the 

Guidelines, but that the time-of-federal-consequences rule applies under ACCA. 

United States v. Brown, 47 F.4th 147, 153 (3d Cir. 2022) (adopting time-of-federal-

consequences rule under ACCA); United States v. Perez, 46 F.4th 691, 703 & n.4 (8th 

Cir. 2022) (adopting time-of-federal-offense rule under ACCA); App. 18a (adopting 

time-of-predicate rule under Guidelines); United States v. Bailey, 37 F.4th 467, 469-

470 (8th Cir. 2022) (same), cert. denied sub nom. Altman v. United States, No. 22-

5877 (May 1, 2023). Indeed, just days after the Third Circuit denied rehearing in this 

case, this Court granted review in two of the cases central to this split, which raise a 

virtually identical timing question: Brown v. United States, No. 22-6389, 2023 WL 

3440566 (U.S. May 15, 2023); Jackson v. United States, No. 22-6640, 2023 WL 

3440568, at *1 (U.S. May 15, 2023). As the Jackson petition explains, resolving "the 

question presented will clarify the widespread confusion about this Court's decision 

in McNeill," thereby providing important guidance for both ACCA and "Guidelines 

cases around the country." Pet. for Cert. at 30, Jackson, No. 22-6640. 

e.g., United States v. Marrero, 677 F.3d 155, 160 n.1 (3d Cir. 2012), cert. granted, 
judgment vacated on other grounds, 570 U.S. 929 (2013); United States v. Jenkins, 
631 F.3d 680, 683 (4th Cir. 2011). Moreover, both the Sentencing Reform Act and 
the Guidelines inform the proper interpretation of ACCA, further strengthening any 
parallels between the two. See, e.g., United States v. Rodriquez, 553 U.S. 377, 392 
(2008) (applying Sentencing Reform Act in interpreting ACCA); United States v. 
Hope, 28 F.4th 487, 505 (4th Cir. 2022) (referencing Sentencing Guidelines in adopt-
ing time-of-federal-sentencing rule under ACCA). 
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7. Second, there is a deep, entrenched circuit split over whether the term 

"controlled substance" in the Sentencing Guidelines refers to substances controlled 

only under federal law, or includes those substances regulated by federal or state law. 

Three circuits hold that "controlled substance" refers to only those substances con-

trolled under federal law. United States v. Townsend, 897 F.3d 66, 74-75 (2d Cir. 

2018); Bautista, 989 F.3d at 702; United States v. Gomez-Alvarez, 781 F.3d 787, 793-

794 (5th Cir. 2015). Five circuits take a more capacious view, holding that "controlled 

substance" is one regulated by either federal or state law. App. 8a; United States v. 

Jones, 15 F.4th 1288, 1291-96 (10th Cir. 2021); United States v. Henderson, 11 F.4th 

713, 717-719 (8th Cir. 2021); United States v. Ward, 972 F.3d 364, 372-374 (4th Cir. 

2020); United States v. Ruth, 966 F.3d 642, 651-654 (7th Cir. 2020). And unlike in 

past Guidelines cases, the Sentencing Commission had the opportunity to weigh in 

and clarify this split and refused to do so: The Commission has a quorum, it identified 

this issue as a priority to resolve during this amendment cycle, and yet it expressly 

declined to weigh in. Compare U.S. Sentencing Comm'n, Final Priorities for Amend-

ment Cycle 3 (Oct. 2022), with U.S. Sentencing Comm'n, Amendments to the Sentenc-

ing Guidelines 55 (May 2023). There is no reason for this Court to continue to delay 

resolution of this pressing question that has divided the circuits. 

8. The consequences of the panel's decision are anything but trivial. Com-

bined, the panel's holdings on the timing question and the federal-or-state-law ques-

tion effectively undo decades of this Court's precedent regarding the categorical ap-

proach. This Court's "chief concern in adopting the categorical approach" was a desire 
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to "ensure [] that all defendants whose convictions establish the same facts will be 

treated consistently, and thus predictably, under federal law." Moncrieffe v. Holder, 

569 U.S. 184, 205 n.11(2013). The entire point of the categorical approach was there-

fore to avoid leaving federal sentencing enhancements "to the vagaries of state law." 

Taylor v. United States, 495 U.S. 575, 588 (1990). But the combined effect of the 

panel's holding means courts will now compare the state law in effect at the time of 

the defendant's predicate conviction against itself. That "turns the categorical 

approach on its head by defining [a controlled substance offense] as whatever is illegal 

under the particular law of the State where the defendant was convicted." Esquivel-

Quintana v. Sessions, 581 U.S. 385, 393 (2017). And because every prior controlled 

substance conviction will always count as a controlled substance offense, thousands 

of federal defendants sentenced each year under provisions involving "controlled sub-

stance" offense enhancements will receive dramatically enhanced sentences—often 

to the tune of years or decades. 

9. Good cause exists for an extension. Over the next several weeks, counsel 

is occupied with briefing deadlines for a variety of matters, including: (1) a response 

to a petition for certiorari to the Minnesota Supreme Court in State v. Chauvin, No. 

A21-1228 (Minn. Sup. Ct.), due June 6; (2) an opening brief in In re Google Play Store 

Antitrust Litigation, No. 23-15285 (9th Cir.), due June 8; (3) a response brief in North 

American Sugar Industries Inc. v. Xinjiang Goldwind Science & Technology Co., Ltd. 

et al., No. 23-10126 (11th Cir.), due July 3; and (4) a reply in support of a cross-appeal 

in The Sherwin-Williams Company v. PPG Industries, Inc., Nos. 22-2059, -2102 (Fed. 
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Cir.), due July 14. In addition, Ms. Stempel, lead counsel for Applicant, is pregnant. 

Her child is expected to be born in late June or early July. Ms. Stempel will take at 

least eight weeks of parental leave as soon as the baby is born. Under the current 

schedule, the certiorari petition is due approximately four weeks after Ms. Stempel 

expects to give birth—while she will be on parental leave. A 60-day extension would 

allow Ms. Stempel sufficient time to research the relevant issues and prepare the 

petition after her baby is born. 

10. For these reasons, Applicant respectfully requests that an order be en-

tered extending the time to file a petition for certiorari to and including October 2, 

2023. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Danielle Desaulniers Stempel 

LISA VAN HOECK 
FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER'S 
OFFICE 
22 South Clinton Avenue 
Station Plaza Four, Fourth Floor 
Trenton, NJ 08609 

DAVID WILLNER 
HOGAN LOVELLS US LLP 
Two North Cascade Avenue 
Suite 1300 
Colorado Springs, CO 80903 

June 2, 2023 

SEAN MAROTTA 
DANIELLE DESAULNIERS STEMPEL 

Counsel of Record 
DEVIN URNESS 
HOGAN LOVELLS US LLP 
555 Thirteenth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202) 637-5600 
danielle.stempel@hoganlovells.com 

Counsel for Applicant 
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Sarah H. Concannon 
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan 
1300 I Street, N.W. 
Suite 900 
Washington, DC 20005 

Counsel for Amicus National Association for Public 
Defense, in support of Defendant-Appellee 

OPINION OF THE COURT 

HARDIMAN, Circuit Judge. 

This appeal requires us to decide whether Jamar 
Lewis's 2012 conviction for possession with intent to 
distribute marijuana in violation of N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2C:35-5 
is a "controlled substance offense" under § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A) of 
the United States Sentencing Guidelines. We hold that it is. 

I 

In July 2020, Lewis pleaded guilty in the United States 
District Court for the District of New Jersey to unlawful 
possession of a firearm in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 922(g). That 
crime normally carries a base offense level of 14, but it 
increases to 20 for a defendant convicted of a prior "controlled 
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substance offense." U.S.S.G. § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A). A "controlled 
substance offense" is defined by the Guidelines as 

an offense under federal or state law, punishable 
by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year, 
that prohibits the manufacture, import, export, 
distribution, or dispensing of a controlled 
substance (or a counterfeit substance) or the 
possession of a controlled substance (or a 
counterfeit substance) with intent to 
manufacture, import, export, distribute, or 
dispense. 

U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b); see U.S.S.G. § 2K2.1 cmt. n.1 (stating 
that the § 4B1.2(b) definition governs § 2K2.1). The 
Guidelines do not separately define "controlled substance" as 
used in the definition of "controlled substance offense." See 
U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b). The Probation Office's Presentence 
Investigation Report applied the § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A) 
enhancement because of Lewis's 2012 New Jersey state 
conviction for possession with intent to distribute marijuana in 
violation of N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2C:35-5. 

Lewis challenged the enhancement, arguing that only a 
conviction for certain conduct related to a federally regulated 
substance—that is, a substance listed in the Controlled 
Substances Act (CSA), 21 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.—qualifies as a 
"controlled substance offense." And because the CSA at the 
time of Lewis's federal sentencing defined marijuana more 
narrowly than did New Jersey law at the time of his state 
conviction, Lewis argued his prior state conviction did not 
qualify as a predicate offense. 
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Lewis's arguments hinged on a change in the marijuana 
regulatory scheme. In 2018, Congress amended the CSA's 
definition of "marihuana" to exclude hemp—a low-THC 
version of cannabis with a variety of industrial and medicinal 
purposes. See Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018, Pub. L. 
No. 115-334, § 12619, 132 Stat. 4490, 5018; 21 U.S.C. 
§ 802(16)(B)(i). In 2019, the New Jersey legislature followed 
suit, removing regulated hemp from its definition of marijuana. 
N.J. Stat. Ann. §§ 2C:35-2, 4:28-6 et seq. So the state law under 
which Lewis was convicted was broader than the federal CSA 
(and state law) at the time of his federal sentencing. Citing this 
discrepancy and relying on the categorical approach, Lewis 
argued that his prior state conviction did not qualify as a 
predicate "controlled substance offense" under Guidelines 
§ 2K2.1(a)(4)(A). The Government responded that substances 
regulated by state law are controlled substances under the 
Guidelines, even if they are not regulated by federal law. On 
that view, New Jersey's regulation of hemp at the time of 
Lewis's prior conviction justified the enhancement. 

The District Court agreed with Lewis. United States v. 
Lewis, 2021 WL 3508810 (D.N.J. Aug. 10, 2021). The Court 
found Lewis's base offense level was 14, his total offense level 
was 12 (after deducting two levels for acceptance of 
responsibility), his criminal history category was VI, and his 
applicable Guidelines range was 30 to 37 months' 
imprisonment. Id. at *2. The District Court varied upward, 
sentencing Lewis to 42 months. Id. The Government timely 
appealed. 

II 

The District Court had federal question jurisdiction 
under 18 U.S.C. § 3231. Our jurisdiction lies under 18 U.S.C. 
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§ 3742(b). We review de novo the District Court's 
interpretation of the Guidelines. United States v. Nasir, 17 
F.4th 459, 468 (3d Cir. 2021) (en banc). 

III 

A 

The categorical approach dictates whether a prior 
conviction qualifies as a predicate offense that triggers a 
Guidelines enhancement. See United States v. Williams, 898 
F.3d 323, 333 (3d Cir. 2018). That constrains us to consider 
only "the statutory definition[] of [Lewis's] prior offense[], and 
not the particular facts underlying [that] conviction[]." See 
Taylor v. United States, 495 U.S. 575, 600 (1990).1

In the typical application of the categorical approach, 
we would ask whether the elements of the state crime "match 
the elements" of the corresponding federal or generic crime. 
Mathis v. United States, 579 U.S. 500, 504 (2016). Not so in 
this case, however, because Guidelines § 4B1.2(b) defines a 
"controlled substance offense" by reference to certain 
prohibited conduct, not by reference to a federal criminal 
statute or a "generic" crime like burglary. See Shular v. United 
States, 140 S. Ct. 779, 783 (2020). So we must "determine not 
whether the prior conviction was for a certain offense, but 
whether the conviction meets some other criterion." Id. at 783; 

1 Nothing in the record suggests Lewis's state conviction was 
for possession with intent to distribute hemp rather than a still-
controlled class of cannabis. But this is irrelevant under the 
categorical approach—"[t]he elements, not the facts, are key." 
United States v. Dahl, 833 F.3d 345, 350 (3d Cir. 2016). 
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see id. at 784-87 (applying this approach to the substantially 
similar definition of "serious drug offense" under 18 U.S.C. 
§ 924(e)(2)(A)(ii)). In other words, there is no federal or 
generic offense to "match" (or not) the elements of the state 
offense. See United States v. Portanova, 961 F.3d 252, 256-58 
(3d Cir.) (employing a "looser categorical approach" to define 
possession of child pornography that did not "require a precise 
match between the federal generic offense and state offense 
elements"), cert. denied, 141 S. Ct. 683 (2020). 

The "other criterion" to which we must compare the 
elements of Lewis's prior conviction, Shular, 140 S. Ct. at 783, 
comes directly from the Guidelines definition of controlled 
substance offense in § 4B1.2(b). That definition contains three 
parts: (1) "an offense under federal or state law," (2) 
"punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year," 
(3) that "prohibits the manufacture, import, export, 
distribution, or dispensing of a controlled substance," or 
possession with the intent to do so. U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b). Lewis 
does not dispute that his conviction for possession with intent 
to distribute marijuana is (1) an offense under state law (2) 
punishable by the requisite maximum sentence. See N.J. Stat. 
Ann. §§ 2C:35-5(b)(11), 2C:43-6. Our decision turns then on 
whether the state law under which he was convicted 
categorically "prohibit[ed] . . . the possession of a controlled 
substance . . . with intent to . . . distribute." U.S.S.G. 
§ 4B1.2(b) (emphasis added). More specifically, the question 
is whether marijuana, as defined by the New Jersey law under 
which Lewis was convicted, is a "controlled substance" as used 
in the § 4B1.2(b) definition of "controlled substance offense." 
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B 

We begin by asking whether the meaning of "controlled 
substance" within § 4B1.2(b)'s definition of "controlled 
substance offense" is limited to drugs regulated by the federal 
CSA. The courts of appeals have answered the question 
differently. 

The Second and Ninth Circuits have held that the 
meaning of "controlled substance" is limited to drugs regulated 
by the CSA. United States v. Townsend, 897 F.3d 66, 74-75 
(2d Cir. 2018); United States v. Bautista, 989 F.3d 698, 702 
(9th Cir. 2021). The First and Fifth Circuits have endorsed this 
federal-law-only approach in dicta or in analogous contexts, 
but have yet to resolve the question conclusively. United States 
v. Crocco, 15 F.4th 20, 23-25 (1st Cir. 2021) (describing the 
federal-law approach as "appealing" and the state-or-federal-
law approach as "fraught with peril"); United States v. Gomez-
Alvarez, 781 F.3d 787, 793-94 (5th Cir. 2015) (adopting a 
federal-law approach to define "controlled substance" within 
the definition of "drug trafficking offense" in U.S.S.G. 
§ 2L1.2(b)(1)(A)(i)). 

Contrary to that view, the Fourth, Seventh, Eighth, and 
Tenth Circuits have held that drugs regulated by state (but not 
federal) law are still controlled substances in this context. 
United States v. Ward, 972 F.3d 364, 372-74 (4th Cir. 2020); 
United States v. Ruth, 966 F.3d 642, 651-54 (7th Cir. 2020); 
United States v. Henderson, 11 F.4th 713, 717-19 (8th Cir. 
2021); United States v. Jones, 15 F.4th 1288, 1291-96 (10th 
Cir. 2021). We agree with those courts and hold that a 
"controlled substance" within the § 4B1.2(b) definition of 
"controlled substance offense" is one regulated by either 
federal or state law. 
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The phrase "controlled substance" is undefined by the 
Guidelines, so we begin with its ordinary meaning. See 
Mohamad v. Palestinian Auth., 566 U.S. 449, 454 (2012). 
Dictionaries define a "controlled substance" as a drug 
regulated by law. See, e.g., RANDOM HOUSE DICT. OF THE ENG. 
LANG. (2d ed. 1987) (defining controlled substance as "any of 
a category of behavior-altering or addictive drugs, such as 
heroin or cocaine, whose possession and use are restricted by 
law"). But as the District Court noted, this does not answer the 
question of which law must regulate the drug. Lewis, 2021 WL 
3508810, at *8. The text answers that question. The definition 
of "controlled substance offense" in Guidelines § 4B1.2(b) 
explicitly includes offenses "under federal or state law" 
(emphasis added). Since state law can define the offense, it 
follows that it can also define what drugs are controlled 
substances. So a "controlled substance" under § 4B1.2(b) is 
one regulated under state or federal law. 

The federal-law-only approach reads into § 4B1.2(b) a 
cross-reference to the CSA that isn't there. That Guideline does 
not define a "controlled substance offense" as one that 
prohibits certain conduct involving a "controlled substance as 
defined by 21 U.S.C. § 802." Tellingly, the Guidelines often 
do cross-reference the United States Code in that way. For 
example, the same Guideline that defines "controlled 
substance offense" defines "crime of violence" as "the use or 
unlawful possession of a firearm described in 26 U.S.C. 
§ 5845(a) or explosive material as defined in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 841(c)." U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(a)(2); see also U.S.S.G. § 2D1.1 
cmt. n.4 ("The statute and guideline also apply to `counterfeit' 
substances, which are defined in 21 U.S.C. § 802 to mean 
controlled substances that are falsely labeled so as to appear to 
have been legitimately manufactured or distributed."); cf. 18 
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U.S.C. § 924(e)(2)(A)(ii) (defining "serious drug offense" as 
"an offense under State law, involving manufacturing, 
distributing, or possessing with intent to manufacture or 
distribute, a controlled substance (as defined in section 102 of 
the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 802))"). Unlike 
those examples, the Sentencing Commission did not cross-
reference the CSA in defining "controlled substance offense" 
in § 4B1.2(b). Cf. Portanova, 961 F.3d at 257 ("Congress has 
demonstrated a command of limiting language that strictly 
refers only to conduct criminalized under federal law, and it 
could have employed it here if it so intended."). 

Lewis's counterarguments, and the opinions he cites, 
are unpersuasive for five reasons. 

First, the Second Circuit and Lewis rely too heavily on 
the rebuttable presumption that federal law does not turn on the 
vagaries of state law, derived from Jerome v. United States, 
318 U.S. 101, 104 (1943). See Townsend, 897 F.3d at 71. 
Although we presume federal law is not "dependent on state 
law," we do so only absent a "plain indication to the contrary." 
United States v. Pray, 373 F.3d 358, 362 (3d Cir. 2004) 
(citation omitted). In this case, the § 4B1.2(b) definition of 
"controlled substance offense" expressly references state law. 
And the second part of the definition—that the offense is 
"punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year," 
U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b)—is "dependent on state law" when the 
predicate offense is a state crime. See Pray, 373 F.3d at 362. 
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vary from state to state. See, e.g., McNeill v. United States, 563 
U.S. 816, 820 (2011). Because one portion of the definition 
contemplates state-law discrepancies, we see no reason to 
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apply the presumption against state law to another portion of 
that same definition. 

Second, the categorical approach does not require, as 
Lewis and some courts have suggested, using a uniform drug 
schedule to define "controlled substance." See Gomez-Alvarez, 
781 F.3d at 793; Bautista, 989 F.3d at 702. Because the 
categorical approach here requires us to interpret the criteria 
identified by the Guidelines, rather than to identify elements of 
a federal or generic crime, see supra Section III.A, we do not 
refer to a single drug schedule to determine whether a drug is 
a controlled substance. 

Third, the sentencing goal of uniformity is illusory in 
this case. See U.S.S.G. ch. 1, pt. A, intro. cmt. 1.3; Bautista, 
989 F.3d at 702. We acknowledge that our approach would 
treat differently two § 922(g) offenders who had previously 
trafficked hemp—one in a state where it was criminalized and 
another in a state where it was legal. But the federal-law-only 
approach would do likewise. A § 922(g) offender previously 
convicted of trafficking marijuana in a state where the federal 
and state drug schedules matched would be subject to an 
enhancement. But a defendant previously convicted for 
trafficking that same class of marijuana criminalized by federal 
law in a state that criminalized hemp (unlike federal law) 
would not be. Either way, uniformity is unattainable.2

2 There is also good reason for the purported discrepancy 
created by our decision between the hypothetical hemp dealer 
in a state that did not criminalize hemp and the one in a state 
that did. Some culpability attaches to trafficking a controlled 
substance because the state criminalizes it. And recidivist 
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Fourth, the commentary to § 4B1.2, which lists a 
handful of federal crimes as examples of "controlled substance 
offenses," does not dictate a federal-law-only approach. See 
U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2 cmt. n. 1 . But see Ward, 972 F.3d at 382-83 
(Gregory, C.J., concurring in the judgment). The examples 
include no state offenses even though many of them qualify as 
predicate offenses. And the commentary provides no run-of-
the-mill examples. Instead, it tries to clarify borderline cases 
about what types of criminal conduct related to drug trafficking 
qualify as predicate offenses, such as possessing a listed 
chemical or prohibited equipment with intent to manufacture a 
controlled substance; maintaining a place for purpose of 
facilitating a drug offense; and using a communication facility 
in committing, causing, or facilitating a drug offense. U.S.S.G. 
§ 4B1.2 cmt. n. 1. So the commentary says nothing about which 
state-law drug offenses, or which state-regulated drugs, 
qualify. 

Finally, we decline Lewis's invitation to apply the rule 
of lenity. That doctrine applies to the Guidelines, United States 
v. Flemming, 617 F.3d 252, 269-70 (3d Cir. 2010), but only 
where, "after considering text, structure, history, and purpose, 
there remains a grievous ambiguity or uncertainty." United 
States v. Castleman, 572 U.S. 157, 172-73 (2014) (citation 
omitted). For the reasons we have explained, the meaning of 
"controlled substance" is not so grievously ambiguous or 
uncertain as to implicate the rule of lenity. 

enhancements, like § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A), are designed to increase 
sentences for defendants with a history of breaking the law. 
Even if the conduct were identical, one hypothetical hemp 
dealer would be a lawbreaker, while the other would not be. 
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To sum up, a "controlled substance" under § 4B1.2(b) 
of the United States Sentencing Guidelines is a drug regulated 
by either state or federal law. It is therefore irrelevant that the 
New Jersey statute under which Lewis was convicted defined 
"marijuana" more broadly than federal law. 

C 

Having determined that a drug regulated by state law 
qualifies as a "controlled substance" even if it is not also 
regulated by federal law, we turn to the question when the 
substance must be regulated by state law for the 
§ 2K2.1(a)(4)(A) enhancement to apply. Does the date of the 
predicate state conviction apply or do we look to the date of 
federal sentencing? New Jersey removed regulated hemp from 
the definition of marijuana after Lewis's drug conviction but 
before his federal sentencing on the § 922(g)(1) offense. See 
N.J. Stat. Ann. §§ 2C:35-2, 4:28-6 et seq. Citing that change in 
the law, Lewis claims his prior conviction did not involve a 
"controlled substance," even as defined by New Jersey law.3

This question too has divided the courts of appeals. The 
First, Second, and Ninth Circuits have concluded that courts 

3 Although we address this timing question based on New 
Jersey's marijuana amendments, the issue would have been 
decisive under federal law because the CSA regulated hemp at 
the time of Lewis's predicate conviction, but not at the time of 
his federal sentencing. That said, the timing question is 
relevant based on our holding that state law applies only 
because the Government expressly waived the argument that if 
the CSA controls, the Court should look to the federal drug 
schedules at the time of the predicate conviction. See Lewis, 
2021 WL 3508810, at *10 n.11. 
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must look to the drug schedules at the time of federal 
sentencing. See United States v. Abdulaziz, 998 F.3d 519, 531 
(1st Cir. 2021); United States v. Gibson, 55 F.4th 153, 159 (2d 
Cir. 2022); Bautista, 989 F.3d at 703. On the other hand, the 
Sixth Circuit has adopted a time-of-prior-conviction approach, 
see United States v. Clark, 46 F.4th 404, 406 (6th Cir. 2022), 
as has the Eighth Circuit in analogous circumstances, see 
United States v. Doran, 978 F.3d 1337, 1338, 1340 (8th Cir. 
2020) (adopting a time-of-conviction approach where a state 
reduced marijuana possession to a misdemeanor, thus bringing 
it outside the definition of "controlled substance offense"), 
cert. denied, 141 S. Ct. 1507 (2021). We agree with the Sixth 
and Eighth Circuits. 

We start with McNeill v. United States, 563 U.S. 816 
(2011). See Clark, 46 F.4th at 409. There, the Supreme Court 
held that courts must look to the maximum sentence at the time 
of the predicate conviction—not at the time of federal 
sentencing—to determine whether a previous conviction was 
for a serious drug offense under the Armed Career Criminal 
Act. McNeill, 562 U.S. at 820. McNeill's prior drug 
convictions were punishable by the requisite ten years or more 
at the time of conviction, but the state had reduced the 
maximum sentence below that threshold by the time of his 
federal sentencing. Id. at 818. The Supreme Court concluded 
that the text of the statute, its context, and the absurd results 
that would otherwise result compelled a time-of-conviction 
approach. Id. at 819-23. 

McNeill does not control Lewis's case because 
"longstanding principles of statutory interpretation allow 
different results under the Guidelines as opposed to under the 
ACCA." United States v. Brown, 47 F.4th 147, 154 (3d Cir. 
2022). But its reasoning is persuasive. As the Sixth Circuit 
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explained when addressing the same timing question presented 
here: 

Both [the question in McNeill and that presented 
here] involve recidivism enhancements, which 
by nature concern a defendant's past conduct. In 
both cases, the defendant relied on an 
intervening change in state law (and here federal 
too) that ostensibly shifts the meaning of a 
provision that enhances their sentence. Both 
cases contemplate whether to define that term 
with reference to current law, or law from the 
time of the prior conviction. 

Clark, 46 F.4th at 409. McNeill held that a state criminal statute 
that met the definition of a "serious drug offense" at the point 
of conviction, but was later amended before federal sentencing 
so the statute no longer met the definition, justified a penalty 
enhancement. See 563 U.S. at 820. So too here. Hemp was a 
"controlled substance" under New Jersey law at the time of 
Lewis's prior conviction, so possession with intent to distribute 
hemp was a "controlled substance offense" under the 
Guidelines. Just as later amendments to state law did not 
change the classification of the already-adjudicated offense in 
McNeill, deregulation of hemp does not reclassify Lewis's 
prior conviction as something other than possession with intent 
to distribute a controlled substance. 

As in McNeill, a time-of-sentencing approach would 
yield absurd results. See 562 U.S. at 822-23. If we looked to 
the drug schedules in effect at the time of federal sentencing, 
any narrowing—even the elimination of one cannabis class or 
one cocaine isomer—would expunge prior offenses related to 
that drug for purposes of the enhancement. Doing so would 
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give a windfall to even the most serious drug traffickers and 
subvert, not vindicate, the Guidelines' intent to punish 
recidivists more severely than first-time offenders. Nor, for 
that matter, could state law retroactively gut federal law by 
tweaking drug schedules ever so slightly. See id. at 823 ("It 
cannot be correct that subsequent changes in state law can erase 
an earlier conviction for ACCA purposes."). Simply put, 
controlled substances include those regulated at the time of the 
predicate conviction. 

Lewis rightly notes that McNeill "prescribe[s] only the 
time for analyzing the elements of the state offense," rather 
than the time for determining the elements of the federal or 
generic offense or other matching criteria. Brown, 47 F.4th at 
154. But that qualifying language does not render McNeill less 
applicable here. Because we define "controlled substance" as 
a drug regulated by either state or federal law—rather than by 
reference to any specific drug table—it would strain credulity 
to suggest that Lewis's marijuana conviction was for anything 
but possession with intent to distribute a "controlled 
substance." If the marijuana Lewis possessed was not a drug 
regulated by law, how could he have been convicted? A 
controlled substance under the Guidelines need not be a drug 
currently regulated by law, and a state's decision to amend its 
drug schedules does not vitiate a prior "controlled substance 
offense." See McNeill, 563 U.S. at 823. 

Courts of appeals that have adopted a time-of-
sentencing approach also justify their decision to do so on the 
obligation to "use the Guidelines Manual in effect on the date 
that the defendant is sentenced," absent an ex post facto issue. 
U.S.S.G. § 1B1.11; see Abdulaziz, 998 F.3d at 523; Bautista, 
989 F.3d at 703; see also 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(4). We adhere 
to that obligation as well. But the District Court's duty to apply 
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the Guidelines as they existed at the time of Lewis's federal 
sentencing sheds no light on what the applicable Guideline 
means by "controlled substance." Answering that question 
does not refer the sentencing judge to the then-current state 
drug schedules. 

We also respectfully disagree with the Ninth Circuit's 
statement that "it would be illogical to conclude that federal 
sentencing law attaches `culpability and dangerousness' to an 
act that, at the time of sentencing, Congress has concluded is 
not culpable and dangerous." Bautista, 989 F.3d at 703 
(citation omitted); see Gibson, 55 F.4th at 162. First, that 
analysis conflicts with the Supreme Court's analysis in 
McNeill. Like the deregulation of a drug, the reduction of a 
maximum statutory sentence (as in McNeill) reflects a policy 
judgment that the underlying conduct is less culpable than the 
prior sentences indicated, but we still enforce the prior policy 
through the Guidelines enhancement or statutory penalty. 
Second, the Guidelines consistently enhance federal sentences 
when the offender has prior state convictions, many of which 
are for conduct not criminalized under federal law (e.g., 
battery, rape, murder). Finally, it is logical to attach culpability 
to illegal conduct that is later decriminalized. Distributing 
hemp in New Jersey was criminal in 2012 and its 
decriminalization does not expunge convictions under the old 
regime or eliminate culpability for breaking the prior law. This 
does not, however, preclude the sentencing court from 
considering the change in the law to impose a just sentence. 
See Concepcion v. United States, 142 S. Ct. 2389, 2398 (2022) 
(recognizing sentencing courts' "broad discretion to consider 
all relevant information"). 

Contrary to Lewis's argument, our holding today is not 
inconsistent with our opinion in Brown, which adopted a time-
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of-federal-offense approach for determining whether a prior 
conviction was for a "serious drug offense" under ACCA. See 
47 F.4th at 153. We discussed the Guidelines in Brown only in 
dicta, and we disavowed any connection between "the ACCA 
categorical analysis" there and the Guidelines issue here, 
stating we took "no view on the correctness of" Abdulaziz and 
Bautista. Id. at 153-54. Our reasoning in Brown also relied 
heavily on the federal saving statute, which is not at issue here. 
See id. at 151-52 (citing 1 U.S.C. § 109). Moreover, a "serious 
drug offense" under ACCA is defined as a CSA offense or a 
state-law offense involving a controlled substance as defined 
by the GSA. 18 U.S.C. § 924(e)(2)(A). When a predicate 
offense is defined by explicit cross-reference to the CSA 
(unlike here), it makes sense that amendments to federal drug 
schedules implicitly amend the corresponding Guidelines or 
statutory penalty provision. 

IV 

The meaning of "controlled substance" as used in 
Guidelines § 4B1.2(b)'s definition of "controlled substance 
offense" includes drugs regulated by state law at the time of 
the predicate state conviction, even if they are not federally 
regulated or are no longer regulated by the state at the time of 
the federal sentencing. Marijuana, including hemp, was 
regulated by New Jersey law at the time of Lewis's predicate 
state conviction, so the District Court erred in declining to 
apply the § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A) enhancement. We will vacate the 
District Court's judgment of sentence and remand for 
resentencing consistent with this opinion. 
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*NOT FOR PUBLICATION* 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

v. 

JAMAR M. LEWIS, 

Defendant. 

Crim. No. 20-583 (FLW) 

OPINION 

WOLFSON, Chief Judge: 

After Defendant Jamar Lewis ("Defendant") pleaded guilty to a one-count indictment 

charging him with unlawful possession of a firearm by a convicted felon, in violation of 18 U.S.C. 

§ 922(g)(1), this Court held a hearing and sentenced Defendant to a term of imprisonment of 42 

months, an upward variance of the Guidelines range resulting from his total offense level of 12. 

As part of Defendant's sentence, I found that Defendant was not subject to a sentencing 

enhancement for firearms offenses under United States Sentencing Guideline ("U.S.S.G.") § 

2K2.1(a)(4)(A), concluding that his prior conviction under New Jersey state law for third-degree 

possession with intent to distribute marijuana did not qualify as a "controlled substance offense" 

under the Sentencing Guidelines. During the hearing, I reserved the right to supplement my oral 

ruling by written opinion. This Opinion serves to supplement my findings on that issue. 

I. BACKGROUND 

On July 14, 2020, Defendant pleaded guilty to one-count of felon in possession of a firearm 

in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 922(g). The U.S. Probation Office calculated an advisory sentencing 

range of 51 to 63 months, based on a total offense level of 17 and Defendant's criminal history 

category of VI. In calculating Defendant's offense level, the Probation Office applied a base-level 
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sentencing enhancement under U.S.S.G. § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A) for firearms offenses predicated on 

Defendant's 2012 New Jersey state conviction for third-degree possession with intent to distribute 

marijuana.' 

Following the submission of the Presentence Report, defense counsel advised the 

Government that Defendant wished to challenge the Probation Office's offense level calculation 

on the basis that his 2012 marijuana conviction does not qualify as a controlled substance offense 

under the Guidelines, contrary to the parties' stipulation in the plea agreement dated January 14, 

2020. On May 4, 2021, Defendant and the Government entered into a sentencing agreement in 

which the parties agreed that Defendant, notwithstanding the stipulations in the plea agreement, 

could make such an argument without breaching the plea agreement. 

On June 2, 2021, the Government submitted a memorandum in support of its position that 

Defendant's prior state court conviction qualifies as a controlled substance offense under U.S.S.G. 

§ 2K2.1(a)(4)(A).2 On June 16, 2021, Defendant submitted a letter brief outlining his position as 

to the sentence to be imposed and objecting to the Probation Office's Guidelines calculation. The 

parties' arguments—in their briefing and at sentencing—focused on whether Defendant's prior 

state court marijuana conviction was a "controlled substance offense" under U.S.S.G. § 

2K2.1(a)(4)(A), which assigns a base offense level of 20 if "the defendant committed any part of 

the instant offense subsequent to sustaining one felony conviction of either a crime of violence or 

a controlled substance offense." The Government argues that this enhancement applies based on 

I Specifically, the Probation Office initially determined Defendant's base offense level to be 
20. See U.S.S.G. § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A). Defendant, however, received a 3-point adjustment for 
acceptance of responsibility under U.S.S.G. §§ 3E1.1(a), 2E1.1(b), making his total offense level 
17. 

2 On June 8, 2021, the Government supplemented its memorandum to highlight the First 
Circuit's decision in United States v. Abdulaziz, 998 F.3d 519 (1st Cir. 2021), which was issued 
on June 2, 2021. 
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Defendant's prior conviction of possession with intent to distribute marijuana under N.J.S.A. § 

2C:35-5. Defendant, on the other hand, argues that the enhancement is not appropriate because 

"the applicable New Jersey statute criminalized more conduct that the current federal [Controlled 

Substances Act ("CSA")]" and, accordingly, his 2012 marijuana conviction cannot qualify as a 

predicate offense under U.S.S.G. § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A). Notably, at the time of Defendant's 2012 

conviction, New Jersey criminalized hemp, which is now excluded from the federal definition of 

marijuana.3 Compare N.J.S.A. 2C:35-2 (effective March 12, 2003 to November 20, 2018) with 

Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018, Public Law No. 115-334, 132 Stat 4490 (the "2018 Farm 

Bill"). 

At sentencing, I determined that Defendant's prior conviction for possession with intent to 

distribute marijuana was not a "controlled substance offense," and thus Defendant's base offense 

level was 14. Taking into account the two-point adjustment for acceptance of responsibility, 

Defendant's total offense level was 12, which together with his criminal history score, yielded a 

corresponding Guidelines range of 30 to 37 months. I imposed a sentence of 42 months, an 

upwards variance of the advisory Guidelines range for that offense level. 

II. LEGAL STANDARD 

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3231. See United States v. Chapman, 

866 F.3d 129, 131 (3d Cir. 2017). "In sentencing a defendant, district courts follow a three-step 

process: At step one, the court calculates the applicable Guideline range, which includes the 

application of any sentencing enhancements." United States v. Wright, 642 F.3d 148, 152 (3d Cir. 

2011). "At step two, the court considers any motions for departure and, if granted, states how the 

3 The 2018 Farm Bill, inter alia, amended the CSA's definition of "marihuana" to 
specifically exclude from its definition "hemp, as defined in section 16390 of Title 7." See 21 
U.S.C. § 802(16)(B)(i). 
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3  The 2018 Farm Bill, inter alia, amended the CSA’s definition of “marihuana” to 

specifically exclude from its definition “hemp, as defined in section 1639o of Title 7.”  See 21 

U.S.C. § 802(16)(B)(i).     
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departure affects the Guidelines calculation. Id. "At step three, the court considers the 

recommended Guidelines range together with the statutory factors listed in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) 

and determines the appropriate sentence, which may vary upward or downward from the range 

suggested by the Guidelines." Id. In calculating the Guidelines sentence, the Third Circuit has 

"explained that, ' [a]s before [United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220 (2005)], the standard of proof 

under the Guidelines for sentencing facts continues to be preponderance of the evidence.'" United 

States v. Ali, 508 F.3d 136, 143 (3d Cir. 2007) (first alteration in original) (citation omitted). The 

Government bears the burden of demonstrating that a sentence should be calculated by using a 

higher base offense level. United States v. Howard, 599 F.3d 269, 271-72 (3d Cir. 2010). The 

present dispute concerns the applicable Guidelines range at step one, such that the Government 

bears the burden of demonstrating, by a preponderance of evidence, that Defendant's prior 

conviction triggers the sentencing enhancement in U.S.S.G. § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A). 

III. DISCUSSION 

According to the Government, Plaintiffs prior state conviction for third-degree possession 

with intent to distribute marijuana should qualify as a "controlled substance offense" under 

U.S.S.G. § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A). For the purpose of that section, "controlled substance offense" has the 

meaning given to that term in U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b). Under U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b): 

The term "controlled substance offense" means an offense under federal 
or state law, punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year, 
that prohibits the manufacture, import, export, distribution, or 
dispensing of a controlled substance (or a counterfeit substance) or the 
possession of a controlled substance (or a counterfeit substance) with 
intent to manufacture, import, export, distribute, or dispense. 

The Guidelines, however, do not define the term "controlled substance." The parties' arguments 

center on how that term should be defined. Defendant contends that "controlled substance" should 

be read as any substance included in the drug schedules set forth in section 802 of the Controlled 
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Substances Act ("CSA"). The Government, on the other hand, argues that the term "controlled 

substance" should be given its "plain and ordinary meaning." That is, the Government maintains 

that "either a drug controlled under federal or state law suffices for the purposes of the term 

`controlled substance.'" (Gov't Br., at 10.) 

a. The Categorical and Modified Categorical Approaches 

Before turning to these issues, I must first decide the appropriate standard to apply. There 

are two different standards that courts have employed when evaluating whether a prior conviction 

constitutes a "controlled substance offense": the categorical approach and the modified categorical 

approach. See United States v. Brown, 765 F.3d 185, 189 (3d Cir. 2014). Generally, in the context 

of the Sentencing Guidelines "to determine whether a prior conviction qualifies as a . . . controlled 

substance offense," the court applies a categorical approach.4 United States v. Williams, 323, 333 

(3d Cir. 2018) (citing Taylor v. United States, 495 U.S. 575, 576-77 (1990)). Under a categorical 

approach, the court "consider[s] only the elements of the crime of conviction and assess[es] 

whether they fall within the bounds of a . . . controlled substance offense, as defined under the 

Guidelines." Id. Alternatively, under the "modified categorical approach," a court may look past 

the elements of the crime to the facts of the case if a state statute is divisible. Id. A state statute is 

4 The Government nevertheless argues that the categorical approach should not apply here 
because it would needlessly complicate the Court's inquiry. Plainly, the Government's position is 
untenable. It is well-established under Third Circuit law that the categorical approach governs the 
Court's analysis of whether Defendant's state conviction is a "controlled substance offense" under 
section 4B1.2(b) of the Guidelines. See, e.g., United States v. Dominguez-Rivera, 810 F. App'x 
110, 112-13 (3d Cir. 2020) ("At issue is whether [defendant's] drug conviction under [Connecticut 
law] qualifies under U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b) as a predicate offense. That determination turns on a 
`categorical approach' that examines whether the state statute's `elements are the same as, or 
narrowed than, those of the generic offense.'" (quoting Mathis v. United States, 136 S. Ct. 2243, 
2248 (2016)); United States v. Rodriquez, 747 F. App'x 93, 97 (3d Cir. 2018) ("As we do for 
crimes of violence, we use the categorical approach to determine whether a defendant's prior 
convictions qualify as controlled substance offenses."); United States v. Glass, 904 F.3d 319, 321-
22 (3d Cir. 2018) (applying categorical approach to determine whether Pennsylvania drug 
conviction was a "controlled substance offense" under U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b)). 
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divisible where it provides alternative elements for a conviction and "thereby define[s] multiple 

crimes." United States v. Henderson, 841 F.3d 623, 627 (3d Cir. 2016) (quoting Mathis v. United 

States, 136 S. Ct. 2243, 2249 (2016)). 

Here, Defendant's 2012 marijuana conviction was under N.J.S.A. § 2C:35-5. That section 

provides: 

it shall be unlawful for any person knowingly or purposely: 

(1) To manufacture, distribute or dispense, or to possess or have 
under his control with intent to manufacture, distribute or dispense, 
a controlled dangerous substance or controlled substance analog; or 

(2) To create, distribute, or possess or have under his control with 
intent to distribute, a counterfeit controlled dangerous substance. 

Id. Paragraph (b) of the section contains 14 subsections with different punishments based on the 

type and amount of substance, rendering the statute divisible as to those 14 different offenses and, 

thus, subject to a "modified categorical" analysis. See Lepianka v. Attorney General, 586 F. App'x 

869, 871 (3d Cir. 2014) ("However, because [N.J.S.A. § 2C:35-5] covers `distinct offenses 

carrying separate penalties,' some of which, by their elements, are crimes of violence, the Court 

may turn to the modified categorical approach."); Mass v. United States, No. 11-2407, 2014 WL 

6611498, at *7 (D.N.J. Nov. 20, 2014) (applying modified categorical approach to determine 

whether conviction under N.J.S.A. § 2C:35-5 qualified as a predicate offense for career offender 

enhancement under the Sentencing Guidelines). 

Because N.J.S.A. § 2C:35-5 is divisible and, therefore, the modified categorical approach 

applies, the Court "may look to the charging document, the plea agreement, the transcript of the 

plea colloquy in which the defendant confirmed the factual basis for the plea, or to some 

comparable judicial record to determine the nature of the offense to which the defendant pled." 

Marte v. Att'y Gen., 339 F. App'x 265, 267 (3d Cir. 2009) (citing Shepard v. United States, 544 
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U.S. 13, 26 (2005); see also United States v. Abbott, 748 F.3d 154, 159 (3d Cir. 2004) ("After the 

court determined that the modified categorical approach was proper, it looked to the charging 

document to determine which alternative element had been proved. This was proper under 

Shephard v. United States, 544 U.S. 13, 26 (2005)."). Once the court determines the specific crime 

of conviction, "the sentencing court then resorts to the traditional `categorical approach' that 

requires comparing the criminal statute to the relevant generic offense." See United States v. 

Peppers, 899 F.3d 211, 232 (3d Cir. 2018) (citing Mathis, 136 S. Ct. at 2249). Here, Defendant 

has provided the Court with the charging document and judgment of conviction for his 2012 state 

court marijuana conviction. These documents confirm that Defendant was convicted under 

N.J.S.A. §§ 2C:35-5(a)(1) and (b)(11). Having determined the specific crime of conviction, I turn 

to next turn to the categorical approach and compare N.J.S.A. §§ 2C:35-5(a)(1) and (b)(11) to the 

Guidelines' definition of "controlled substance offense." 

b. Identifying the Elements 

"A state conviction cannot qualify as a `controlled substance offense' if its elements are 

broader than those listed in § 4B1.2(b)." Glass, 904 F.3d at 321. When identifying the elements 

of the predicate offense, the court "look[s] to the elements of the state statute as it existed at the 
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Any person who violates subsection a. with respect to 

(11) Marijuana in a quantity of one ounce or more but less than five 
pounds including any adulterants or dilutants, or hashish in a 
quantity of five grams or more but less than one pound including 
any adulterants or dilutants, is guilty of a crime of the third degree. 

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2C:35-5(b)(11). The only element at issue is the definition of the controlled 

substance, "marijuana." At the time of Defendant's conviction, New Jersey defined "marijuana" 

as follows: 

[A]ll parts of the plant Genus Cannabis L., whether growing or not; 
the seeds thereof, and every compound, manufacture, salt, 
derivative, mixture, or preparation of the plant or its seeds, except 
those containing resin extracted from the plant; but shall not include 
the mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil, or 
cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound, 
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of mature 
stalks, fiber, oil, or cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is 
incapable of germination. 

N.J.S.A. § 2C:35-2 (effective March 12, 2003 to November 20, 2018). 

The Court then looks to the corresponding federal offense. Singh v. Att'y Gen., 839 F.3d 

273, 284-85 (3d Cir. 2016). Again, U.S.S.G. § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A) adopts the definition of "controlled 

substance offense" set forth in U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b). Under U.S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b): 

The term "controlled substance offense" means an offense under federal 
or state law, punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year, 
that prohibits the manufacture, import, export, distribution, or 
dispensing of a controlled substance (or a counterfeit substance) or the 
possession of a controlled substance (or a counterfeit substance) with 
intent to manufacture, import, export, distribute, or dispense. 

The Guidelines, however, do not define "controlled substance." Based on this ambiguity, a split 

in authority amongst the Circuit Courts has emerged. See United States v. Ruth, 966 F.3d 642, 653 

(7th Cir. 2020) (observing that circuit split exists on issue of the definition of "controlled 

substance" under U. S.S.G. § 4B1.2(b)); United States v. Sheffey, 818 F. App'x 513, 520 (6th Cir. 

2020) (noting "split among the circuits concerning whether the career offender enhancement's 
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reference to `controlled substance' is defined exclusively by federal law and the Controlled 

Substances Act"). 

i. Survey of Case Law 

The Second, Fifth, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits have construed "the term `controlled 

substance' as used in the Guidelines to mean a substance listed in the Controlled Substances Act 

("CSA"), 21 U.S.C. § 801, et seq."5 See United States v. Bautista, 989 F.3d 698, 702-03 (9th Cir. 

2021); United States v. Townsend, 897 F.3d 66, 71 (2d Cir. 2018) (applying the Jerome 

presumption to hold that "a `controlled substance' under § 4B1.2(b) must refer exclusively to those 

drugs listed under federal law—that is, the CSA"); United States v. Gomez-Alvarez, 781 F.3d 787, 

794-95 (5th Cir. 2015); United States v. Sanchez-Garcia, 642 F.3d 658, 661 (8th Cir. 2011); see 

also United States v. Abdeljawad, 794 F. App'x 745, 748-49 (10th Cir. 2019).6

For example, in Townsend, the Second Circuit explained that "[a]s a general rule, 

commonly called the Jerome presumption, the application of a federal law does not depend on a 

state law unless Congress plainly indicates otherwise." 897 F.3d at 71 (citing Jerome v. United 

States, 318 U.S. 101, 104 (1943)). The Townsend court observed that the Jerome presumption 

5 In United States v. Abdulaziz, 998 F.3d 519 (1st Cir. 2021), the First Circuit held that the 
defendant's prior conviction of possession of marijuana did not constitute a "controlled substance 
offense" under the Guidelines because the Massachusetts definition of marijuana, at the time the 
defendant was convicted, was broader than the current federal definition. In applying the 
categorical approach, the First Circuit observed that "the government agrees with Abdulaziz (given 
the arguments that it has timely made to us) that a `controlled substance' in § 4B1.2(b) was defined 
as of that time by reference to whether a substance was either included in or excluded from the 
drug schedules set forth in the federal [CSA]." Id. at 523. The Government contends that 
Abdulaziz should not affect the Court's decision here because, in that case, the Government failed 
to timely raise its argument that the term "controlled substance" does not refer only to those 
substances listed in the CSA's drug schedules. See Abdulaziz, 998 F.3d at 523 & n.2. While the 
Government is correct that the question of how "controlled substance" is defined was not squarely 
presented to, or addressed by, the Abdulaziz court, the First Circuit's decision remains persuasive. 

6 The Tenth Circuit has yet to address this question in a precedential opinion. 
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applies to the Sentencing Guidelines because they "are given the force of law and arguably have 

an even greater need for uniform application." Id. In that regard, the court explained that 

[S]ince Jerome was decided the Supreme Court has rejected 
attempts to impose enhanced federal punishments on criminal 
defendants in light of a state conviction, when those attempts do not 
also ensure that the conduct that gave rise to the state conviction 
justified imposition of an enhancement under a uniform federal 
standard. These decisions reinforce the idea that imposing a federal 
sentencing enhancement under the Guidelines requires something 
more than a conviction based on a state's determination that a given 
substance should be controlled. 

In light of the above, we are confident that federal law is the 
interpretive anchor to resolve the ambiguity at issue here. Any other 
outcome would allow the Guidelines enhancement to turn on 
whatever substance "is illegal under the particular law of the State 
where the defendant was convicted," a clear departure from Jerome 
and its progeny. Thus, a "controlled substance" under § 4B1.2(b) 
must refer exclusively to those drugs listed under federal law—that 
is, the CSA. 

Id. (citations omitted). 

The Fifth, Eighth, and Ninth Circuits have employed similar reasoning to find that the term 

"controlled substance" in the definition "drug trafficking offense" in U.S.S.G. § 2L1.27—which 

sets forth a definition nearly identical to that of "controlled substance offense" under section 

4B1.2(b)—is defined by the CSA. See Gomez-Alvarez, 781 F.3d at 793-94; United States v. Leal-

Vega, 680 F.3d 1160 (9th Cir. 2012). For example, in Leal-Vega, the Ninth Circuit explained that: 

While the word "controlled" may have a plain and ordinary 
meaning, whether a substance is "controlled" must, of necessity, be 
tethered to some state, federal or local law in a way that is not true 
of the definition of "counterfeit." To construe the term "controlled" 
as the Government urges would require the Sentencing Guidelines 

7 "Drug trafficking offense" is defined as "an offense under federal, state, or local law that 
prohibits the manufacture, import, export, distribution, or dispensing of, or offer to sell a controlled 
substance (or a counterfeit substance) or the possession of a controlled substance (or a counterfeit 
substance) with intent to manufacture, import, export, distribute, or dispense." § 2L1.2, 
Application Note 2. 
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to take into account the substances that individual states "control." 
This would be contrary to the goal of the Sentencing Guidelines to 
seek "reasonable uniformity in sentencing by narrowing the wide 
disparity in sentences imposed for similar criminal offenses 
committed by similar offenders." 

Leal-Vega, 680 F.3d at 1167 (quoting U.S.S.G., Ch. One, Pt. A). As such, the Leal-Vega court 

held that "[i]n order to effectuate the goal set forth in Taylor8 of arriving at a national definition to 

permit uniform application of the Sentencing Guidelines, we hold that the term `controlled 

substance,' as used in the `drug trafficking offense' definition in U.S.S.G. § 2L1.2, means those 

substances listed in the CSA." Id. In Bautista, the Ninth Circuit held that its decision in Leal-
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upon to determine the meaning of the word "burglary" as used in 18 U.S.C. § 924(e), which 
"provides a sentence enhancement for a defendant who is convicted under 18 U.S.C. § 922(g) 
(unlawful possession of a firearm) and who has three prior convictions for specified types of 
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Congress referred to their generic definitions, as opposed to their varying definitions under the law 
of each state. Id. at 598. In so holding, the Supreme Court observed that Congress "intended that 
the enhancement provision [of section 924(e)] be triggered by crimes having certain specified 
elements, not by crimes that happened to be labeled `robbery' or `burglary' by the laws of the State 
of conviction." Id. at 588-89. Further, the Taylor court held that in determining whether a 
defendant's prior conviction constitutes a predicate offense under section 924, courts should apply 
a "categorical approach, looking only to the statutory definitions of the prior offenses, and not to 
the particular facts underlying those convictions." Id. at 600-01. 
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based on two prior convictions for possession with the intent to distribute heroin. Ward, 972 F.3d 

at 367. The Ward defendant argued that "because Virginia law defines controlled substances more 

broadly than federal law, his Virginia conviction does not trigger the career-offender 

enhancement." Id. Applying the categorical approach, the Ward court explained that it would 

determine whether the elements of the Virginia law of conviction and the criteria of the Guidelines 

"categorically match." Id. at 369. In that connection, the Fourth Circuit applied a "plain meaning" 

approach to define "controlled substance" in section 4B1.2(b) as "any type of drug whose 

manufacture, possession, and use is regulated by law." Id. at 371. 

Based on that approach, the court concluded that, although Virginia law regulates a greater 

number of substances than federal law, it categorically satisfies the requirements of section 

4B1.2(b). The Ward court went on to reject the defendant's position that "controlled substance" 

should be defined in accordance with the CSA, explaining: 

As described above, Ward's argument ignores the plain meaning of 
§ 4B1.2(b). A predicate offense arises under either "federal or state 
law" if it satisfies the two criteria: (1) the offense is punishable by 
at least one year's imprisonment; and (2) the law prohibits the 
manufacture, import, export, distribution, or dispensing of a 
controlled substance (or the possession with the intent to do so). 
And, as we described, to determine whether the offense meets the 
first criterion, we look to the law of the jurisdiction of the 
conviction. We do not look to an analogous federal statute to 
determine whether a state offense is punishable by more than one 
year in prison. Nor do we look to a federal statute to determine 
whether the offense satisfies the second criterion. Where a 
defendant is convicted under a state statute, we look to see how the 
state law defming that offense defines the punishment and the 
prohibited conduct (e.g., distribution of a controlled substance). 

Id. at 372. Moreover, the circuit concluded that the Jerome presumption was overcome because 

the Sentencing Commission "has specified that we look to either the federal or state law of 

conviction to define whether an offense will qualify." Id. at 374. 

The Third Circuit has not yet had occasion to consider this issue. Nevertheless, two Middle 
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District of Pennsylvania courts have adopted the majority approach and found that "controlled 

substance" refers only to those substances listed in the CSA. See, e.g., United States v. Jamison, 

502 F. Supp. 3d 923 (M.D. Pa. 2020); United States v. Miller, 480 F. Supp. 3d 614 (M.D. Pa. 

2020). Both Miller and Jamison found the reasoning of the majority of circuits more persuasive 

because it preserved uniformity in sentencing See Jamison, 502 F. Supp. 3d at 929 ("To be sure, 

a state may define a "controlled substance" more broadly than federal law, but we do not believe 

that necessarily means that federal sentencing must follow suit. As was noted by both the circuit 

courts and by Judge Conner, we find that uniformity in federal sentencing is vital."); Miller, 480 

F. Supp. 3d at 620-21 ("We agree that uniformity in federal sentencing is paramount, particularly 

with respect to application of the career-offender enhancement. Indeed, it is one of the primary 

goals of the Guidelines."). Moreover, the Miller and Jamison courts "concurred with Leal-Vega 

that `controlled substance'—unlike `counterfeit substance'—is a term of art that simply is not 

susceptible to an ordinary commonly understood meaning untethered to a statute; rather, whether 

a substance is in fact `controlled' necessarily depends on the existence of a local, state, or federal 

law deeming is so." Miller, 480 F. Supp. 3d at 620-21; see also Jamison, 502 F. Supp. 3d at 929-

30. Armed with these decisions, I turn to the Government's arguments. 

ii. Definine Controlled Substance 

Following the reasoning in the minority of circuits, the Government first contends that the 

term "controlled substance" should be given its "plain and ordinary meaning" of "any type of drug 

whose manufacture, possession, and use is regulated by law." (Gov't Br., at 10 (quoting Ward, 

972 F.3d at 371).) In that connection, the Government reasons that because the language of section 

4B1.2(b) is disjunctive, i.e., it refers to federal or state law, it must mean that a drug controlled 

under federal law or a drug controlled under state law qualifies as a "controlled substance." I am 

not persuaded by that approach. 
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To begin, it is well established that courts "should interpret undefined terms in the 

guidelines, as in statutes, using the terms' meaning in ordinary usage." United States v. Loney, 

219 F.3d 281, 284 (3d Cir. 2000). Put differently, "nontechnical words and phrases" are given 

"their ordinary meaning." Smith v. United States, 508 U.S. 223, 242 (1993) (Scalia, J., dissenting). 

But, the term "controlled substance," as used in section 4B1.2(b), "is a term of art that necessarily 

refers to a set of substances subject to the control of some government." Ward, 972 F.3d at 379 

(Gregory, C.J., concurring); see also Gonzales v. Oregon, 546 U.S. 243, 259-60 (2006) ("Control 

is a term of art in the CSA."). Chief Judge Gregory, in his concurring opinion in Ward, explained 

why it is illogical to define "controlled substance" based on its ordinary meaning: 

As a passive past participle, the word requires us to answer the 
question: controlled by whom? The majority attempts to provide an 
answer to this question by stating "the ordinary meaning" or 
"controlled substance, is any type of drug whose manufacture, 
possession, and use is regulated by law." But that begs the question: 
which law? The choice is between a uniform federal definition, on 
the one hand; or individual, inconsistent state definitions on the 
other. 

Ward, 972 F.3d at 379 (Gregory, C.J., concurring) (citation omitted). In other words, "defining 

the term `controlled substance' to have its ordinary meaning of a drug regulated by law would 

make what offenses constitute a drug offense necessarily depend on the state statute at issue." 

Leal-Vega, 680 F.3d at 1166. It would, therefore, be antithetical to the goals of the Sentencing 

Guidelines to seek uniformity in sentencing to require that the Guidelines "take into account the 

substances that the individual states `control.'" Id. at 1167.9

9 The Government contends that, if the Court were to adopt Defendant's definition of 
"controlled substance," it follows that the term, "wherever used in federal law . . . , [would] always 
mean[] `controlled substance (as defined in section 802 of Title 21)." (Gov't Br., at 15.) In that 
connection, the Government highlights that the Immigration and Nationality Act, in defining prior 
convictions that may subject a defendant to deportation, limits the term "controlled substance" to 
"a controlled substance (as defined in section 802 of Title 21)." (Id. (quoting 8 U.S.C. § 
1101(a)(43)(B).) As such, the Government posits that Defendant's proposed definition of 
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Moreover, the Government's approach, based on the apparent disjunctive nature of the 

Guidelines' definition of controlled substance offense, lacks grammatical support. While the 

Government hones in on the phrase "federal or state law," it does not take into account the 

particular placement in the definition. Rather than modify "controlled substance," section 

4B1.2(a) provides that a "controlled substance offense" means lain offense under federal or state 

law . . . that prohibits the manufacture, import, export, distribution, or dispensing of a controlled 

substance . . . or the possession of a controlled substance . . . with the intent to manufacture, import, 

export, distribute or dispense." Plainly, "[a]lthough a `controlled substance offense' includes an 

offense `under state or federal law,' that does not mean that the substance at issue may be controlled 

under federal or state law." Townsend, 897 F.3d at 70. Indeed, if "controlled substance offense" 

were intended to include offenses involving substances that are controlled under both federal and 

state law, "the definition should read ' . . . a controlled substance under federal or state law.'" Id. 

The provision, however, is not phrased in that fashion. 

Further supporting application of the CSA's definition of "controlled substance" to section 

4B1.2(b) is the Jerome presumption. In Jerome v. United States, 318 U.S. 101, 104 (1941), the 

Supreme Court explained that federal courts "must generally assume, in the absence of a plain 

indication to the contrary, that Congress when it enacts a statute is not making the application of 

the federal act dependent on state law."1° Specifically, the Jerome court highlighted that "[w]hen 

"controlled substance," "would impermissibly render the limiting phrase `(as defined in section 
802 of Title 21)' useless surplusage in the INA." (Id.) I do not agree. The Court's interpretation 
of the term "controlled substance," as used in U.S.S.G. §§ 2K2.1(a)(4)(A) and 4B1.2, applies 
solely to those sections, not generally to the United States Code. 

10 The Government does not argue that the Jerome presumption should not apply to the 
Sentencing Guidelines, which are not a federal statute. Indeed, the Court is not aware of any 
decision holding that the Jerome presumption should not be applied to the Guidelines. The 
Guidelines "are given the force of law and arguably have an even greater need for uniform 
application," demonstrating that the Jerome presumption should apply equally to the Guidelines. 
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it comes to federal criminal laws . . . , there is a consideration in addition to the desirability of 

uniformity in application which supports the general principle": "where Congress is creating 

offenses which duplicate or build upon state law, courts should be reluctant to expand the defined 

offenses beyond the clear requirements of the terms of the statute." Id. at 104-05. In that regard, 

the Third Circuit has explained that "[n]ot every statutory scheme requires a uniform federal rule." 

Laird v. LC. C., 691 F.2d 147, 153 (3d Cir. 1982). 

The Government maintains that the Jerome presumption is overcome because the phrasing 

of section 4B1.2(b) demonstrates that courts should "look to either the federal or state law of 

conviction to define whether an offense will qualify." (Gov't Br., at 29 (quoting Ward, 972 F.3d 

at 374).) The Government's argument in this regard piggybacks on its position regarding the plain 

meaning of the Guidelines, with which I disagreed. See supra. As I reasoned, the Guidelines do 

not plainly indicate that the Sentencing Commission intended courts to rely on state law to define 

"controlled substance." Indeed, "[w]here as here, there is ambiguity on how to interpret the 

Guidelines, federal law must be our interpretative anchor." Ward, 972 F.3d at 381 (Gregory, C.J., 

concurring). That is particularly apt in the context of the Guidelines, whose animating principle 

is uniformity in sentencing. See Hughes v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 1765, 1774 (2018) ("A 

principal purpose of the Sentencing Guidelines is to promote `uniformity in sentencing imposed 

by different federal courts for similar criminal conduct.' (quoting Molina-Martinez v. United 

States, 136 S. Ct. 1338, 1342 (2016))); see also U.S.S.G., Ch. 1, Pt. A(1)(3) (observing that 

"Congress sought reasonable uniformity in sentencing by narrowing the wide disparity in 

Townsend, 897 F.3d at 71; United States v. Savin, 349 F.3d 27, 35 (2d Cir. 2003) ("Absent a plain 
indication to the contrary, the Guidelines should be applied uniformly to those convicted of federal 
crimes irrespective of how the victim happens to be characterized by its home jurisdiction."). 
Indeed, even courts in the minority circuits have assumed that the Jerome presumption applies to 
the Sentencing Guidelines, without much dispute. Ward, 972 F.3d at 374 ("Assuming the Jerome 
presumption should be applied to Guidelines promulgated by the Sentencing Commission . . . ."). 
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sentences imposed for similar criminal offenses committed by similar offenders"). As a matter of 

policy, the Supreme Court "has rejected attempts to impose enhanced federal punishments on 

criminal defendants in light of a state conviction, when those attempts do not also ensure that the 

conduct that gave rise to the state conviction justified the imposition of an enhancement under a 

uniform federal standard." See Townsend, 897 F.3d at 71; see also Esquival-Quintana v. Sessions, 

137 S. Ct. 1562, 1570 (2017); Taylor, 495 U.S. at 579, 590-91. These decisions "reinforce the 

idea of imposing a federal sentencing enhancement under the Guidelines requires something more 

than a conviction based on a state's determination that a given substance should be controlled." 

Townsend, 89 F.3d at 71; see also Leal-Vega, 680 F.3d at 1165 (observing that "the "underlying 

theory of Taylor [and the categorical approach] is that a national definition of the elements of a 

crime is required so as to permit uniform application of federal law in determining the federal 

effect of prior convictions" (quoting Estrada-Espinoza v. Mukasey, 546 F.3d 1147, 1157-58 (9th 

Cir. 2008))). Indeed, as the Miller court keenly explained, "[t]he severe consequences of career-

offender classification should not be contingent on a particular state's decision regarding which 

substances to control." Miller, 480 F. Supp. 3d at 620-21. If the Court were to adopt the 

Government's definition of "controlled substance," a defendant could face an enhancement of his 

federal sentence for conduct that is not illegal under federal law. Such an outcome contravenes 

the underlying intent of the Sentencing Guidelines, and worse, it stymies the uniformity that the 

Guidelines seek to achieve. See Townsend, 897 F.3d at 71 ("[W]e are confident that federal law 

is the interpretative anchor to resolve the ambiguity at issue here. Any other outcome would allow 

the Guidelines enhancement to turn on whatever substance `is illegal under the particular law of 

the State where the defendant was convicted,' a clear departure from Jerome and its progeny."). 

In sum, I find that the term "controlled substance," as used in section 4B1.2(b) and referred 

to in section 2K2.1(a)(4)(A), are those substances defined section 802 of the CSA. Adopting this 
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definition ensures uniformity in sentencing and protects defendants from receiving enhanced 

sentences based on "a particular state's decision regarding which substances to control." Miller, 

480 F. Supp. 3d at 620. 

c. Categorical Comparison of the Elements 

Finally, having determined that "controlled substance" refers to those substances set forth 

in section 802 of the CSA, the Court must compare the definitions of marijuana under federal and 

New Jersey law to determine if Defendant's 2012 conviction is a predicate offense under section 

2K2.1(a)(4)(A). In making this comparison, the relevant version of the state statute is that which 

was in effect at the time of the prior conviction. See United States v. Ramos, 892 F.3d 599, 607 

(3d Cir. 2018); Dahl, 833 F.3d at 354 (3d Cir. 2016). The relevant version of the federal statute, 

however, is that in effect on the date the defendant is sentenced." See U.S.S.G. § 1B1.11 ("The 

Court shall use the Guidelines Manual in effect on the date that the defendant is sentenced."); see 

also Abdulaziz, 998 F.3d at 527-28; Bautista, 989 F.3d at 703-04. That is because, "[a] guideline's 

enhancement for a defendant's past criminal conduct . . . is reasonably understood to be based in 

no small part on a judgment about how problematic that past conduct is when viewed at the time 

11 The Third Circuit's decision in Martinez v. Attorney General, 906 F.3d 281 (3d Cir. 2018), 
does not require the Court to refer to the CSA in effect at the time of Defendant's conviction. In 
Martinez, the Third Circuit held that, in the context of immigration removal proceedings, courts 
must compare the state and federal drug schedules as both existed on the date of the prior state 
conviction. Id. at 287. In so holding, the Martinez court relied on the Second Circuit's decision 
in Doe v. Sessions, in which the Second Circuit explained that the time of conviction analysis is 
necessary because it "provides both the Government and the alien with maximum clarity at the 
point at which it is most critical for an alien to assess (with aid from his defense attorney) whether 
`pending criminal charges may carry a risk of adverse immigration consequences.'" 866 F.3d 203, 
210 (2d Cir. 2018). That concern, however, is not relevant here. Indeed, "[t]here is no similar 
concern in this context given both the gap in time that necessarily exists between the prior 
conviction and any consequence under § 2K2.1(a)(2) that is attributable to it and the highly 
contingent nature of that consequence, as it results only if a defendant commits a new crime." 
Abdulaziz, 998 F.3d at 531. In any event, at sentencing, the Government expressly waived any 
argument that the Court's analysis should be governed by the version of the CSA in effect at the 
time of Defendant's conviction, as opposed to that in effect at the time of sentencing. 
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of the sentencing itself." Abdulaziz, 998 F.3d at 528. 

Currently, section 802(16)(A) of the federal CSA, defines "marihuana" as "all parts of the 

plant Cannabis sativa L., whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the resin extracted from any 

part of such plant; and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of 

such plant, its seeds or resin." 21 U.S.C. § 802(16)(A). Further, the definition of "marihuana" 

explicitly excludes hemp, defined as the "plant Cannabis sativa L. and any part of that plant" with 

a THC "concentration of not more than .3 percent on a dry weight basis." Id. § 802(16)(B)(i); 7 

U.S.C. § 1639o(1) (defining "hemp"). Plainly, and not disputed by the Government, the relevant 

definition of marijuana under New Jersey law is broader than its federal counterpart because, at 

the time of Defendant's conviction, the New Jersey definition of marijuana did not exclude hemp. 

Accordingly, utilizing the categorical approach, because an element of the "state crime sweeps 
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distribute marijuana in violation of N.J.S.A. § 2C:35-5 cannot qualify as a "controlled substance 

offense" under U.S.S.G. §§ 2K2.1(a)(4)(A) and 4B1.2(b). See Glass, 904 F.3d at 321. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court finds that Defendant's prior conviction for third-

degree possession of marijuana with intent to distribute, in violation of N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2C:35-

5a(1), b(11), does not qualify as a controlled substance offense under U.S.S.G. § 2K2.1(a)(4)(A), 

and thus, that base-level sentencing enhancement does not apply. 

DATED: August 10, 2021 /s/ Freda L. Wolfson 
Freda L. Wolfson 
U.S. Chief District Judge 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Appellant 

v. 

JAMAR M. LEWIS 

(D.C. Crim. No. 3-20-cr-00583-001) 

SUR PETITION FOR REHEARING 

Present: CHAGARES, Chief Judge, JORDAN, HARDIMAN, GREENAWAY, JR., 
KRAUSE, RESTREPO, BIBAS, PORTER, MATEY, PHIPPS, FREEMAN, 
MONTGOMERY-REEVES, and CHUNG, Circuit Judges.*

The petition for rehearing filed by appellee in the above-entitled case having been 

submitted to the judges who participated in the decision of this Court and to all the other 

available circuit judges of the circuit in regular active service, and no judge who concurred 

in the decision having asked for rehearing, and a majority of the judges of the circuit in 

regular service not having voted for rehearing, the petition for rehearing by the panel and 

the Court en banc, is denied. 

BY THE COURT, 

s/ Thomas M. Hardiman 
Circuit Judge 

* Judges Restrepo and Freeman would grant rehearing by the Court en banc. 
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